
Sustainability and social responsibility have been deeply entrenched in our 
cognitive frameworks as ideal states aided largely by the discourses both in 
popular media and in academic journals. As informed well meaning citizens, we 
believe in that ideology. Our willingness to act upon our ideology rests on 
information about impact of our unsustainable actions and availability of 
alternatives to correct these actions. One such example is travel that is a major 
contributor of carbon foot print. Road transport alone contributes to 10% 
carbon footprint of an average urban Indian. Fuelled (pun intended!) by 
growing awareness about health hazards and environmental damages caused 
by vehicular emissions, there is a growing interest in vehicles that use alternate 
energy sources.
Electric vehicles (EV) that use battery as source of power have been in existence 
since late 1800s. Reva, an indigenous EV, with its humpbacked appearance, 
invites curious glances from fellow road users but does not evoke an impulse to 
either own or drive one. But why are they such a rarity on the roads? The movie 
“Who killed electric cars?” explores the question in a whodunit style.

The film investigates creation of sleek, speedy, EV1 by GM’s team and the 
subterfuge used by powerful players including its own parent company to 
purposefully move the electric cars off the roads.
“Who Killed the Electric Car?” is a documentary feature film by writer/ director 
Chris Paine. The opening scene, showing people gathered to mourn their deeply 
loved departed vehicle in Hollywood cemetery sets the tone of the movie. The 
film’s fast paced narrative traces the smooth beginning of electric vehicles (EV) 
when their fuel powered friends are sputtering to start, accelerated growth of 
fuel cars thanks to technical advances and mass production that eventually 
overtakes EVs in a fight to finish them.
Friends of EV1 did not take the loss of their cars passively; they mount protests 
to stop their beloved, fully functioning vehicles from being crushed literally to 
million pieces. As the last few remaining pieces are either crushed or disabled 
and maintained as a museum piece, the story ends indicting the guilty parties. 
Who is the killer- is it the consumer, car companies, oil companies, battery 
manufacturers or Government and its agencies?
The movie strings up the story with powerful documentary evidences, riveting 
visuals and interviews with individuals who were involved in manufacturing, 
selling and driving these vehicles make it a worthwhile case study for managers 
and students of management.
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Vijayalakshmi (Viji)  is a faculty member at 
IFMR. She has been traveling extensively in 
the last eight  years across India from 
corporate headquarters  of large organiz-
ations in Mumbai to remote tribal villages 
in Orissa, observing and interviewing 
people as they struggled to cope with 
changes happening to their lives , their 
organizations and their societies around 
them, listening to narratives of resilience 
and hardiness in the face of chaos and abject 
poverty. Her contribution as are searcher is 
to narrate these voices to inform and 
influence  academicians , practitioners and 
policy makers. 

Analysis
While the movie ends clearly pointing fingers at the purported murderers of 
electric car, it leaves a serious viewer with more questions to ponder.

Why do organizations violently resist an innovative product that is good not only 
for the company but also for the entire humanity in the long run?
There is substantial empirical work that shows that large, corporate parent 
organizations are slow to adapt technological changes (Lange, Biovie and 
Henderson, 2009), particularly when the technology introduced is disruptive 
innovation (Christensen,1997, Christensen & Raynor, 2003) that affects the 
way the firm’s major offerings to its customers and its important suppliers. 
These parent firms actively discourage their children from converting existing 
customers of the parent firm from shifting to alternate product as the new 
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